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Abstract - -  A nonl;n~ar partial difference equation is obtained, which has as its 1;rn;ting form the 
nonl;near Sdn-SdlnEer (NLS) equation. This difference equation has a number of special properties. 
It is constructed by methods related to the inverse scattering transform (IST) and can be used as a 
numerical scheme for the NLS equation. The scheme isimplemented and performance data are used 
to compare it with other known numerical schemes for the NLS equation. 
1. INTRODUCTION 
In 1976 Ablowitz and Ladik found a nonlinear partial difference quation (by methods related to 
the IST) which has as limiting form the NLS equation [1] 
i q, - -  q== -~ 2 Iql 2 q. (1.1) 
The difference quation can be used as a numerical scheme for the NLS equation. 
In 1984 Taha and Ablowitz implemented the scheme, and found that it generally proved to 
be faster than all utilized finite difference methods but somewhat slower than the finite Fourier 
methods [2]. In 1984 Taha and Ablowitz derived nonlinear partial difference quations, based on 
the IST, which have as limiting forms the Korteweg-de Vries (KdV) and the Modified Korteweg-de 
Vries (MKdV) equations [3]. In 1984 and 1988 they implemented the IST schemes for the KdV and 
MKdV equations, and compared them with other known numerical methods for such equations 
[4,5]. They found the IST schemes for the above equations to be faster than both the finite 
difference and the finite Fourier methods they considered. These results, for the KdV and MKdV 
equations, motivated a search for an IST scheme for the NLS equation which will perform better 
than finite Fourier methods. In this paper, a new nonlinear partial difference quation is obtained, 
by methods related to the IST, which has as limiting form the NLS equation given in Eq. (1.1). 
The linear part of this scheme has a truncation error of order O((At) 2) + O((Az)4), while the 
linear part of the Ablowitz-Ladik scheme has a truncation error of order O((At) 2) + O((Ax)2). 
This difference scheme is implemented and compared to the schemes in [2]. It is found that 
this new scheme is much faster than both the finite difference (including the Ablowitz-Ladik 
scheme) and the finite Fourier methods for small amplitudes, and somewhat slower than the 
Ablowitz-Ladik full scheme and the finite Fourier methods for large amplitudes. 
This paper is composed of two parts: an analytical part and a numerical one. In Section 2, 
the derivation of the new scheme is presented, and in Section 3 the numerical implementation 
and comparisons with other methods are discussed. Conclusions are presented in Section 4. 
*This research as been lupported in part by the Department of Energy Grant No. DE-FG09-90ER25088. 
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2. NONLINEAR PARTIAL DIFFERENCE EQUATION 
The key step in obtaining partial difference equations which can be solved by inverse scatter- 
ing transform is to make an association between the nonlinear evolution equation and a linear 
eigenvalue (scattering) problem. To find a nonlinear partial difference equation associated with 
the NLS  equation, it is essential to use: (a) a suitable eigenvalue problem, e.g., 
m vl.+  = z + Vi"2, 
" + , (2.1) = I 
Z 
where z is the eigenvalue and the potentials R , ,  Q, are defined on the spacelike interval ]n[ < oo 
and the timelike interval m > 0; and (b) the associated time (m) dependence of the eigenfunctions 
A V~. = A'~(z) V~. + B~(z )  V~,  
m ,~ = ,~ (2.2) A V~. Chin(Z) V~ + Dmn(z) V: ., 
where Am V~.m - Vi~ +I -V~,  (i = I, 2), and the functions A. m, B. m , C. m, D." depending in general 
on the potentials. The equations for determining the sets A~, . . . ,  D~, and hence the evolution 
equation, are obtained by requiring the eigenvalue z to he invariant with respect o m, and by 
forcing the consistency 
A m (E. ~)  -- E .  (ZX m ~) ,  i - 1, 2, (2.3) 
where E .  is the shift operator in the spatial coordinate defined by E.  V/n m = V/nm+l, i = 1,2. 
Performing the operations indicated in (2.3) with R~ = q:Qn m* (where Q'~n* is the complex 
conjugate of Q~) results in four equations which are given by 
za .Ag '  Q +I ± ,,, ,,,. - -  B.+I Q.  , 
1 B~+x _ z B'~ + A.~+I Q'~ - D~ Q,~+I = A,nQ~, 
Z 
1 C m m z C~"~+ 1 - z . ~ Dn+x Q m. 4- An m Qn re+x* = ~AmQnm* , (2.4) 
i A.D~ ,.+I, m m = :t:Q. B .  - Q .  C~n+1, 
Z 
where A ,A~ - Anm+l - A~, etc. 
Using the ideas in [1,3,6], the coefficients in the equations for the time dependence of the 
eigenfunctious are expanded as follows: 
2 2 
= :*  a(2), = z(2'-1) s(2-'), 
k=--2 k------1 
2 2 
C~n -~ Z z(2k-1)C(n2k-1)' D~ "- ~ Z2k D(n2k). (2 .5)  
k=-- I  I,_---2 
With the expanded form of An m, B~, Cn m, D~, Eq. (2.4) yield a sequence of twenty equations in 
eighteen unknowns corresponding to equating powers of z 5, z -5, z 4, z -4, . . . ,  z, z -1, all of which 
must be independently satisfied. To solve these equations it is most convenient to solve the 
resulting equations corresponding to z s and z -5 first, then the equations corresponding to z 4, z -4, 
etc. Carrying out the algebra we find the values of A(4), . . . ,  D (-4) in terms of the potentials [3]. 
The remaining two equations are consistent under the conditions 
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A(_ 0 = D ( -0. ,  i = 4, 2, 0, -2 ,  -4 ,  
and the non!inear partial difference quation is 
(2.0) 
m m A Q. = Qnm+2 A(4) f~m+l D(4) m 0 f~m+l - - -  ~n+2 7n+l + Qn+I  On+l  -- Wn+I  Pn 
~3m+1 n( -4 )  m A( -4 )  ~m+l  * m 
- -~. -2 ~-  + 




~ f l  67'+x 67' = 1 ± IQT' I a, 
~--- - - -OO 
n 
..1. ['f)m +1 [ ' )m+l*  F.  = .~,~.+~ ,~. - ~ a'~(Q~+~Q~')], 
]¢ ----. - -  00  
Q._~ 6. - ~ .+~ Q.  6~+1)~._~,  
7- ~. = 
6.+1 
Pn= (D("2)+~[A("4)Ej+D(")GJ]rIJ) 7 n ' j = - o o  
= - i - rnm ore+ 1. 6nm+ 1 m Ore+l*  m 
~. 6m , = - Q.+x ~.  6. ], 
. i . . [ f lm+l  ~tm+l*  m f i re* ~ £m+l  G. = ..a-V't;n+l "~n -- Q, ~q~n-l] Vn 'Yn-1, 
Ta = Q~+I [ _  f~m+x, ~(4) , . .  (4) '~,-2 -~- + Qi-2")'a-2 D_  - Q7 '+~" 5't-2 + QT'-'J~-~] 
+Q~n*[Q~+2 A~ ) - om+x D(4) om+X p~] • ~,+2 "f,+l + Q~+x $~+x - "~,+x 
In the limit as At ---, 0, Eq. (2.7) becomes 
(2.8) 
Qnt (1 + IQ.I a) L~Q.+I - ~" Q.-I 
+~ {Q.+2 (1 ± [Q.+xl 2) ± Qn Q2.+1 ± Q. Qn+I Q~-x} 
-a *{Q._~ (I ± ]Q._I[ 2) 4- Q* Q2._ I ± Qn Q*+I Qn-I}] + 7 Qn, (2.9) 
where 
A~)-  n(_') = ~, A~) -  n ( !  = ~, A(_ °) - n(_ °) = ~. 
With Q,  = Az q, and a proper choice (see below) of the constants, taking the limit as Az --. 0 
in Eq. (2.9) yields the NLS Eq. (1.1). From Eq. (2.7) let us consider the linear part, which can 
be written as 
rim+* D(~) D(_-4) Qn m+l - Q ,  = "~n+2rJm --_s(4) _ '~n+2~m+x Dg) + Qam+x A(a)_ - "~n+l - - Q~"-+~ 
+Qm_a A~) _ Q m_+11 D(-a) + Q m_x A(-a) + Q m A(_0) _ Qm+l D(o).(2.10) 
To choose the constants, one requires a scheme of order O((A0a, (Az) 4) (i.e., by expanding 
Qm+l  m ,+2 , . . . ,  Q , -~ in a Taylor series). With this requirement one finds 
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AU ) = A(_ -i>, DU )=D(_. -0, i=4,2,0,  
A(_o) 5. A~) 1 2.  = ~.,o', =~.( -4A(_° )+io ' )=-~. to  ", 
A~) -- -l(A(-°>-ia)=6 ~4 i~r' (2.11) 
where ~r -- At/(Az) ~. In order to get a local scheme of order O((Ai)2,(Az) 2) for the NLS 
equation from (2.7), let Q~ - Az q~, keep the terms through order O((Az) s) and then drop the 
sum terms of the form 
. n 
j= -~ j=-~ 
and replace % by 1. Eq. (2.7) gives the local scheme 
- -  m { m m qn m+l  qn "-- (q.+2 "1-qn-2) A (--4) [.m+l am+l~, DL4) m -- k'a-+2 + ~. -2  / + (q .+ l  + q . -1 )  A~)  
.m .,(o) D(o) } - + q."-+h DL - 
., I ,.(A.)2 I [  m .m+l .m+l*  , , . ,m+l .m+l*  m .m+l=m .m+l* 
qn+l  t/n+2 "/n+l + "/n+l "/n qn+l  + t/n-1 t /n-2 L/n-1 
kL  
tTt 
+q {.rn+l . re+l*  rn m m - -  + q.-1 C ' )  + q +l (q.-l""++l" 'In l + qn-iqn re+l") 
q~n [ .m+l  nrn+l* -L ~,rn+l .rn+l* m m* .L .m .m*  ~l A(4) 
q .+2 q .  J 
"t" T \t/n+2 1 .  T ~.+1 ~n--1 '+ r "/.+1 ~. - - I /  ,tx_ 
nrrt+l 
m .m* .m+l  ~.+i .m+l  .m*  m -- qn+1 ".+i ~[n+2 + T (qnm+l* .m+l  m*  m ' tn+l  + qn q .+ l )  + t / . - i  ' / . -1  q.-2 
I~ frt~ ffl f.* "+qn-1 qm2: q. + q. (q~n* .m+l .m+l"~ t / .+2 + qn--1 ~[.+1 ] 
+ \~/n--1 ~.+I T ~.- -2  =n + + q.-1 q.+l qn-2 q. 
[ ?  ° . .  +. + (qnm+l, q~n+l +qn qn+l)+qnm+l~.-1,n J 
t , ,  ~,-x +q,  q , -x )+ D(_. 2) (2.12) - q .q .  q , 
where A~),D(_4),A(I),D(~),A(_°),D (°) are given in Eqs. (2.6), (2.11). Eq. (2.12) is consistent 
with the NLS Eq. (1.1), with the truncation error of order 0((At) 2, (Az)2). This truncation error 
holds also for the full scheme given in Eq. (2.7). 
3. NUMERICAL IMPLEMENTATION 
AND COMPARISONS WITH OTHERMETHODS 
To implement the proposed local scheme given in Eq. (2.12), it is efficient o use the following 
sweeping technique [7]. Write the new time level equ&tion as 
where 
.m+l  .m+l  - v . - i  + 16 (30 + ~) ~+I  m+l - + 16 qn+l q~++21 B.i I n -  1 --  
24 i (A=) l  
-- A t  ' I~[ << 1, 
(3.1) 
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and 
B, - q~-a - 16 (qnm_ 1 Jr qnm+l ) -}- q~+2 + (30 -- () C 
_ I . . . (~  (qn m + qnm+l)* [q~ ,m+l  _I_ m n m .m+l ~n+2 T qn+1 qnm-l-+: "I" ~n--1 ~n--1 
.m .m+l l  m m + ,~.-2 '~n J + (C  +1 + qn-x) r .~+~* .~+~ tYn+l ~n "t" qn-1 qn m*] 
rn  * _{_ (q~_+l .{_ q.-1) [qr .m+l --  2_m+1 .m "l 
~n+l -I- ~n-I ~n-2J 
"[- (qn+l _L ,,,m+1~* [qnm+l m m m w ~n+l  ! qn-1 + 2%+1 q~+l] 
[.m+l m + Vln+1 + qn-}-l) [qm m* .m-i-1 qn--1 "~- ~n-I-  qn re+l•] 
+ lq~l  2 {.m+l  m iq~+112 [.,m+l + qnm_2) } \ '/n+2 + qn+s) + ~n-2 
.m .m+l ]  -8(A-)s{(C +1 +C)" j 
+[qrl s (qnm+l + q~+~)+ Iqr+l[ 2 (qnm_l + qm_+11)}. (3.2) 
Eq. (3.1) is solved by a back and forth sweep method. We seek an equation of the form (at the 
new time level) 
qn = an qn+l + b, q,+s "Jr cn, (3.3) 
suitable for computing q explicitly by sweeping to the left. Substituting the values of q,_a and 
qn-~ from (3.3) into (3.1) and comparing the coefficients of the resulting equation with (3.3), one 
gets 
-(16 -I- b._x(16 - a.-2)) 1 
an = d, , bn = d-"," 
(Bn - Cn-1(16 - an-S) 4" Cn-2) c. = d. 
dn = an-1(16 - an -s )  - b , -2  - (30 + e). 
(3.4) 
To obtain the solution qn, first solve for an, bn and c, by sweeping to the right, then use Eq. (3.3) to 
calculate qn. In order to calculate the a's, b's, c's, and the q's we use an iteration procedure [2,4,5]. 
For the implementation f the proposed global scheme given in Eq. (2.7), the above sweeping 
method is applied and the only difference is in the Bn term. 
To obtain a comparative evaluation of the efficiency of the new scheme, it is compared with 
the following schemes, [2]: (1) Ablowitz-Ladik scheme, (2) Vseudospectral method [8], (3) the 
split-step Fourier method [9]. To carry out the comparison, the above methods are applied to 
the NLS equation 
iqt = qx= + 2 [q]S q, (3.5) 
subject to the following conditions: 
A. The initial condition. 1-soliton solution. 
The exact solution of (3.5) on the infinite interval is 
q(z, t )  = 2~/e-i{2~=-4(C-"2)t+(~°+~)} sech(2r lZ-  8~}t -  z0), (3.6) 
where z0, 1},~ and ~b0 are constants. For initial conditions, Eq. (3.6) is used at t = 0, and 
the constants are chosen to be z0 = 0, ~b0 = 0,{ = 1, and y} = 0.5,1,2, and 3. 
B. Boundary Conditions. 
Periodic boundary conditions are used. The period is chosen to be [-20,20] in the case of 
small amplitudes and [-10,10] in the case of relatively higher amplitudes. The numerical 
solution is compared with the exact solution. In addition, two of the conserved quantities 
are computed, namely, f iqlS dx, and f(lq[4 _ (~.=)s) dz. Our approach for comparison is: 
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(a) fix the accuracy (Loo) for computations, beginning at t -- 0 and ending at t -- r; (b) 
leave other parameters free (e.g., At, or Az), and compare the computing time required to 
attain such accuracy for various choices of the parameters. To obtain the optimal computing 
time for each scheme, the following procedure was used: Let T~I(Az) = the computing 
time involved when the problem was solved by method M using a spatial step of Az, 
with At chosen to be the largest At which makes the Loo < Tol (if no such At exists, 
then T(Az) - c0) and choose TM --= min4=[TM(Az)] as the optimal computing time for 
method M. 
According to our numerical experiments (all the methods examined were coded in PL1 and 
run on an IBM 3090 computer using the optimizing compiler) the following conclusions can be 
drawn (see Tables 1-4): 
Table 1. Comparison of the computing time (E) which is required to attain an accuracy Loo < 0.0053 for 
computstio..- be~;'--;-~ st t = 0 and end;-~ at t = 1.0, for the - .merical  methode ~ in ~ lv in8  the NLS 
equation: (1-soliton as an initial co~dltion with amplitude = 1 on the interval [-20,20]). AX = the increment in 
• , At = the increment in t, Loo = max IN - q~[, ~ is the numerical solution and q~ is the exact solution at 
the point (nAx, mAt) for all n,m. 
No. Method Mesh size Loo Nor~;ff ied E
1. Proposed local AX = 0.2857 0.00451 1 
scheme At ----- 0.035 
2. Proposed global ~x  ---- 0.15 0.00525 2.7 
scheme At ---- 0.04 
3. Ablowitz-Ladlk AX = 0.06 0.00521 4.6 
local scheme At = 0.016 
4. Aldowitz-Ladik Ax = 0.05 0.00520 4.6 
global scheme At = 0.037 
5. Pseudospectral AX = 0.3125 0.00520 7.2 
(Fornberg-Whitham) At = 0.0026 
6. Split step Fourier ~x  = 0.3125 0.00507 1.2 
method (Tappert) At = 0.02 
Table 2. Ccenpm~son f the computing time (E) which is required to attain an accuracy L~o < 0.000 for comlm- 
ts t io~ I~ ,d - -~-  at t = 0 and emdh~- st t = 1.0, for the mmmrlcal methods utilised in mlvinS the NLS equation: 
(1-soliton as an initial condition with amplitude = 2 on the interval [-20,20]). 
No. Method Mesh size Loo Normalized E
1. Proposed local Ax = 0.05 0.00826 1.6 
scheme At = 0.031 
2. PropoJed global ~x  = 0.06 0.00868 3.9 
scheme At ---- 0.01 
3. Ablowitz-Ladik AX ---- 0.06 0.00838 1 
local scheme At ---- 0.03 
4. Ablowits-Ladlk £tx -- 0.06 0.00875 6.7 
global scheme At ---- 0.0125 
5. Pseudospectral AX = 0.1563 0.00881 7.8 
(Fomberg-Whithsm) At ---- 0.0011 
6. Split step Fourier AX = 0.1563 
method, (T .~r t )  '~t = O.OO43 
. i 
0.00874 2.2 
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Table 3. Compar i son  of the  comput ing  t ime (E)  which is required to attta~n an  accuracy Loo < 0.073 for c(xapu- 
t&tions he~nn|n l r  &t t n 0 and  e~d;-S at  t = 1.0, for the  ~ - ~  methods  uti l ized in solving the NLS equation:  
(1-soliton as an  initial condit ion with ampl i tude -- 4 on the interval [-I0,10]). 
No. Method  Mesh ~ Loo Nor~,di~ed E 
1. Proposed local Ax  = 0.05 0.07036 7.9 
scheme At ---- 0.0027 
2. Proposed global Az  = 0.06 0.07158 4.1 
scheme At = 0.0103 
3. Ablowltz-Ladlk Az  = 0.02 0.07270 11.4 
local scheme A t = 0.004 
4. Ablowitz-Ladik Az  = 0.06 0.07275 2.9 
global scheme At = 0.0025 
5. Pseudospectra l  A~ m 0.1563 0.07296 1.8 
(Fomberg-Whith~m) At = 0.0021 
6. Split step Fourier Ax  -- 0.1563 0.07205 1 
method (Tappert)  A t  = 0.0042 
Table 4. Compar i son  of the comput ing  t ime (E)  which is required to a t ta in  an  accuracy L~ • 0.193 for c¢~npu- 
tatloms be~nln~ at  t ---- 0 and  ending at  t = 1.0, for the numerical  methods  uti l ized in solving the NLS equation:  
(1-sol iton as an  initial condit ion with ampl i tude -- 6 on the interval [-10,10]). 
No. Method Mesh size L~ Nor~,d;~ed E 
1. Proposed local Ax  = 0.04 0.19231 8.2 
scheme At = 0.0014 
2. Proposed global Az  = 0.05 0.19131 5.4 
scheme At  ~. 0.00328 
3. Ablowitz-Ladik Ax  ---- 0.015 0.19140 15 
local scheme At  = 0.00175 
4. Ablowitz-Ladik Az  = 0.06 0.19137 3.9 
global scheme At ---- 0.01 
5. PseudospectrAl Az  ---- 0.078 0.19192 4.8 
(Fomhers -Whl thA , - )  At = 0.0007 
8. Split step Fourier Az  ---- 0.078 0.19186 1 
method  (Tappert)  A t  ---- 0.00375 
i. The proposed local scheme given in Eq. (2.12), based on IST, proved to be faster than all of 
the methods considered for an amplitude equal to 1. This scheme was followed by Tappert's 
method and then by the proposed global scheme given in Eq. (2.7). It is 4.6 times fester 
than the second order Ablowitz-Laxiik method, which was also based on IST. 
2. For an amplitude equal to 2, the Ablowitz-Ladik local scheme proved to be faster than the 
other schemes, followed by the proposed local scheme and then by "Z~ppert's method. 
3. For an amplitude equal to 4, Tappert's method proved to be fester than all of the other 
methods, followed by the Pseudospectral method and then by the Ablowitz-Ladik global 
scheme. 
4. For an amplitude equal to 6, Tappert's method proved to be much fester than all of the 
other methods, followed by the Ablowitz-Lsdik global scheme. 
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4. CONCLUSIONS 
It is found that the proposed scheme is the best numerical method for the NLS equation for 
sma_!! amplitudes, and that Tappert's method is the best for large amplitudes. 
It is worth noting that the IST schemes compete with the pseudospectral method for second 
place as the amplitude becomes larger. It is conjectured that with some modification of the 
eigenvalue problem given in Eq. (2.1) and for the associated time dependence Eq. (2.2), an IST 
scheme for the NLS can be found which will be more efficient han the Finite Fourier methods 
for both small and large amplitudes. Also, there are other strong numerical schemes for solving 
nonlinear evolution equations, including a scheme using finite element echniques introduced by 
Bona, Dougalis and Karakashian [10], and an adaptive numerical scheme introduced by Sans- 
Serna [11]. In the future it would be useful to compare the IST schemes to these other schemes as 
well as to consider initial conditions more general than those yielding interacting solitary waves. 
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